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Background: Self-report questions in substance use research and
clinical screening often ask individuals to reflect on behaviors,
symptoms, or events over a specified time period. However, there are
different ways of phrasing conceptually similar time frames (eg, past
year vs. past 12 months).
Methods: We conducted focused, abbreviated cognitive interviews
with a sample of community health center patients (N¼ 50) to learn
how they perceived and interpreted questions with alternative
phrasing of similar time frames (past year vs. past 12 months; past
month vs. past 30 days; past week vs. past 7 days).
Results: Most participants perceived the alternative time frames as
identical. However, 28% suggested that the “past year” and “past 12
months” phrasings would elicit different responses by evoking
distinct time periods and/or calling for different levels of recall
precision. Different start and end dates for “past year” and “past 12
months” were reported by 20% of the sample. There were fewer
discrepancies for shorter time frames.
Conclusions: Use of “past 12 months” rather than “past year” as a
time frame in self-report questions could yield more precise
responses for a substantial minority of adult respondents.
Scientific Significance: Subtle differences inwording of conceptually
similar time frames can affect the interpretation of self-report questions
and the precision of responses. (Am J Addict 2015;24:744–747)

INTRODUCTION

Time-bound retrospective self-report is a mainstay of
behavioral health research and clinical care. Questions about
whether or how often an individual engages in a behavior or
experiences an event within a defined reference period, such as

the number of cigarettes smoked in the past 30 days or number
of hospitalizations in the past year, are widely used in
epidemiology, clinical research, and patient care.

Self-report questions depend on the respondent’s ability to
(i) correctly comprehend the question and (ii) retrieve and
report an accurate response.1,2 It is well-established in survey
research that responses can be influenced by subtle changes in
question wording or format.1,3,4 One way the context of a
question can be altered is through the reference period (ie, time
frame) in which participants are asked to recall activities or
experiences. Prior research has examined the effects of
reference period length onmemory and recall.5,6While shorter
reference periods may improve recall,6,7 they may not capture
infrequent behaviors or events (eg, hospitalizations). Although
research has examined how participants respond to different
reference periods (eg, past week vs. past year), there has been
less attention to comprehension and interpretation of questions
phrased using conceptually similar reference periods (eg, past
12 months vs. past year).

There is a lack of consensus on this point in commonly used
self-report measures in the substance use field. For example,
the CRAFFT tool’s8,9 prescreening section asks “During the
Past 12 months, did you...,” while the Alcohol Use Disorders
Identification Test (AUDIT)10 asks about alcohol use in the
“Past Year.” The impact of reference period phrasing on
individual responses to time-bound retrospective self-report of
substance use has not been studied.

In the current preliminary qualitative study, we used an
abbreviated cognitive interviewing approach to examine
interpretive differences for conceptually similar reference
periods in a sample of medical patients. Cognitive interview-
ing was developed in the 1980s by survey methodologists and
psychologists to evaluate sources of response error in
questionnaires. Supported by a large body of research,
cognitive interviewing is one of the primary methods used
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by survey researchers to test the accuracy with which items are
understood and answered by respondents.11–14

METHODS

This study conducted abbreviated cognitive interviews
focused on reference periods in time-bound retrospective self-
report. Participants (N¼ 50) were primary care patients
recruited from a waiting area at a community health clinic.
A trained research assistant approached adult patients in the
waiting area and invited them to participate in a short
anonymous interview about survey questions while they
waited. Interviews were conducted using a probing script. The
study was approved by the Friends Research Institute
Institutional Review Board with a waiver of written informed
consent. No compensation was provided. Data about refusal
rates and participants’ background characteristics were not
collected as part of this focused data collection effort.

Abbreviated Cognitive Interview
The abbreviated cognitive interviews examined partic-

ipants’ perspectives on commonly used alternative wording
for three time frames:

� past year versus past 12 months;
� past month versus past 30 days; and
� past week versus past 7 days.

The interviewer began with the script: “We are studying
how people think about time frames when asked survey
questions. I’m going to show you two different ways of asking
a question about drinking coffee.” (Coffee consumption was
selected to provide a uniform, non-sensitive behavioral target).
The interviewer then presented participants with two flash
cards (alternating the top card for every other participant;
Fig. 1).

After showing the first card, the interviewer asked: “What is
the time frame that you think of when answering this
question?” and wrote down participants’ response verbatim.

Follow-up probes asked participants to identify the date range
encompassed by the question (start and end date). The process
was repeated for the second card. After participants identified
the date range for both cards, the interviewer queried
participants about their thought processes using the following
questions:

� Do you think these two questions are asking about the same
time period or a different time period? [Follow-up: How are
they different?]

� If you were just answering this question on a survey, would
you actually think back to a specific date, or estimate
somehow? [If time frame was interpreted differently: How
about for this one?]

� Could you describe your thought process when thinking
about how to answer this question? [If different: How about
for this one?]
Participants’ responses were logged verbatim using a

structured data collection form. This process was repeated for
question sets comparing past month versus past 30 days, and
past week versus past 7 days.

Data from the structured form were entered into an Excel
spreadsheet. Perceptive differences within each question set
were identified on the basis of participants’ verbatim responses
and assignment of distinct start/end dates. Discrepancies
between start and end dates were calculated, and cross-
checked against the participants’ verbatim responses to the
probes. The focused nature of the data collection allowed all
verbatim statements to be examined and tabulated in Excel
without the use of specialized software. The first and second
author examined the start/end dates and quotes independently,
then met to establish consensus.

RESULTS

Although most participants reported that the alternative
phrasings were functionally identical, we identified two
patterns of discrepancy: (i) differences in the perceived
amount of time encompassed in the reference period and
(ii) differences in the precision of self-report associated with
different phrasings. Below we report the findings from the
study, including calculations of the prevalence of different
interpretations, supported by illustrative verbatim quotes from
participants.

Past Year Versus Past 12 Months
Overall, most participants (72%) judged the “past year” and

“past 12 months” to be the same (eg, “Is this a trick? No? Ok!
They are the same thing.”). Nevertheless, 28% (n¼ 14)
indicated that the two phrasings would elicit different
responses or ways of thinking through the question. This
included 20% (n¼ 10) who provided different date ranges for
the two questions. Seven of these 10 interpreted “past year” to
indicate January through December of the previous year,
rather than a year from the interview date. Moreover, some

FIGURE 1. Reference period prompts presented to participants.
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participants perceived the “past year” question as requiring a
less precise answer than the “past 12 months” version, as
exemplified by the quotes below which are illustrative of the
perceptive discrepancies experienced by participants for these
different phrasing options:

“One year feels like a less definite amount of time, like
there’s wiggle room. Twelve months is more exact.”

“A year feels. . .nebulous in a way. It’s the same amount of
time, but asking in terms of 12 months feels like you want a
more precise answer.”

“12 months is a hard amount of time. A year feels looser.”

Past Month Versus Past 30 Days
Only three participants (6%) perceived differences between

“past month” versus “past 30 days.” Two of these participants
interpreted “past month” to mean the previous calendar month
(eg, August 1st–31st for participants interviewed in mid-
September). However, 14% (n¼ 7) reported that they would
be more exact in reporting behavior when asked about the
“past 30 days” compared to the “past month.” One participant
explained, “In this case, I would say they cover the same
amount of time, but I would tend to be more exact if the
question were phrased using the precise amount of time in
question.”

Past Week Versus Past 7 Days
One participant reported a difference between “past week”

and “past 7 days,” stating that the “past week” implied the
previous week starting on Sunday through Saturday. Two
participants reported that they would formulate more precise
responses to “past 7 days” versus “past week.”

DISCUSSION

This study used focused, abbreviated cognitive interview-
ing strategies to examine perceived differences between
conceptually similar time frames in retrospective behavioral
self-report. Our findings suggest that while most participants
perceived alternative phrasings to cover the same time period,
a substantial minority reported that questions using the “past
year” versus “past 12 months” reflected distinct time windows
or evoked responses of differing precision.

Different applications of behavioral self-report have differ-
ent requirements with respect to accurate time frame alignment
and response precision. If accuracy of the time frame and
precision of responses are paramount, phrasing questions with
more specific time frames (eg, “past 12 months” rather than
“past year”) could conveymore clearly the time span of interest.
Moreover, some individuals presentedwithwhat is perceived as
a more specific time frame might be more likely to respond in

kind, reflecting more carefully on the question and in turn
enhancing the precision of responses. An alternative and more
robust approach used in some face-to-face and computer-based
surveys is to provide the participant with the target date range
directly for each question (although the inclusion of more
specific information can have the potential drawback of
increasing cognitive load).1 Nevertheless, not all applications
of self-report will require deep reflection or high-precision
responses, and most individuals will perceive no differences
between reference period phrasings.

This preliminary qualitative study has several limitations.
Participants were recruited from a single health center in the
southwestern USA. The sample size is relatively small, and
it is possible that complete saturation of interpretations was
not achieved. While the approach may lack the rigor of
traditional extended cognitive interviewing methods,15 our
abbreviated cognitive interviews were designed to be rapidly
deployed during a healthcare visit and to offer insights about
how alternative time frames are interpreted and perceived.
We were limited to asking one type of question about
frequency of coffee consumption and did not have the
opportunity to probe more deeply into participants’
perceptions. Finally, the study was anonymous and no
participant information was collected. Thus, we could not
analyze the impact of participant characteristics on percep-
tion. Future larger-scale research could test hypotheses
related to the accuracy of self-report for different time
periods by posing questions that could be verified by
objective data sources.

Our findings suggest that the phrasing of time frames is
worth careful attention when designing behavioral self-report
questions, particularly with longer time horizons.
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